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Abstract—Estimation of the parameters of the electric network
signal, usually present in many audio and video recordings, is
known to have several important forensic applications. In this
paper, we consider the problem of estimating the base frequency
and signal to noise ratio (SNR).

Although the electric network signal is present via its base
frequency and its integer multiplies, recent estimators in the
literature focus on single-tone models. In this work, we offer a
multi-tone harmonic model for the electric network signal. We use
the Cramer-Rao bound for the frequency estimation problem and
show that this approach can lead to a theoretical O(M3) factor
improvement in the estimation accuracy, where M is the number
of harmonics. We then derive the computationally efficient form
of the Maximum Likelihood estimator, applicable in the limit of
large number of measurements. The problem of estimating the
SNR of the signal is also discussed.

Through extensive tests on real data and data-sets reported
in the current literature, the performance of the new estimators
is evaluated. Results indeed show a significant gain compared to
the single-tone model, and are better than previously reported
estimators in the literature for moderate and high SNR values.

Index Terms—Electric Network Frequency; Audio Recording
Forensic Analysis; Frequency Estimation; Cramer-Rao Bound;
Maximum-Likelihood Estimation; Signal-to-Noise Ratio;

I. INTRODUCTION

FOrensic examination of audio and video recordings is an
intensively studied problem [1], [2]. Possible applications

include records authentication, fraud detection and many oth-
ers. A key feature in audio and video recordings which is
used to extract forensic information is the induced electrical
network signal. The electrical network signal, and, in partic-
ular, the Electrical Network Frequency (ENF), can be found
in recordings from devices which are physically connected to
the power grid, as well as in recordings from battery-powered
devices, if the device is close enough to a network transformer
or cable. In fact, as demonstrated in [3], ENF is even detectable
using video captures of scenes illuminated by fluorescent
lights, if they are, by themselves, powered by the electric
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network. This suggests yet another possibility of extracting
ENF data from video recordings. Once the electrical network
signal is extracted from the recording, it can be compared
to previously available databases, or to data extracted at the
same time from different recordings, in order to assess its
authentication or detect possible manipulations. For example,
ENF detection for forensic analysis was considered in [4]–[7].
Detecting audio insertions and deletions via discontinuities of
the ENF phase was considered in [8]. A detailed survey is
included in the next subsection.

Existing techniques currently used to estimate the ENF from
a given audio or video recording assume a single-tone signal
model. That is, a sinusoidal signal at about 50 or 60 Hz
(depending on the country) is assumed to be embedded in the
recording, and the estimation process is aimed at recovering
its exact frequency. As a result, many techniques apply a
band pass filter centered at the base frequency before the
estimation process, or concentrate on the 3-5 samples close
to the maximum of the FFT. However, the electric network
signal embedded in the recordings does not include only the
base frequency. It is a multi-tone harmonic signal, including
integer multiplications of the base frequency as well. In fact,
harmonic distortions in electrical networks is the subject of
long-time interest [9] and standardization. The IEEE standard
[10] specifically determines the relative level of each of the
harmonic components as well as the maximum total harmonic
distortion (THD) level. For example, the standard maximum
THD in low-voltage (240 V) single-phase network is between
5% to 20% and depends on average load current. The total
portion of the second to eleventh harmonics is limited by 4%
to 15% of the total network power [10]. Simple analysis of
audio recordings conducted in this research indeed reveals
these harmonics (e.g., Figure 4 later in this paper). Thus,
the questions which naturally arise are can these harmonics
improve the estimation process, and how?

A. Main Contribution

Concentrating on the estimation of both the ENF and the
SNR of the electric network signal, first, in Section II, we
extend the ENF model from a single-tone signal model to
a multi-tone harmonic one. We use the Cramer-Rao bound
(CRB) for the estimation error under the multi-tone model,
and give its corresponding Maximum-Likelihood Estimator
(MLE). Furthermore, an asymptotic, computationally efficient,
periodogram-based estimator is given. This estimator involves
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only a one-dimensional optimization problem. Analysis of the
ratio between the CRB of the single-tone model and the multi-
tone model reveals a theoretical O(M3) multiplicative factor.
Indeed, through extensive tests on real data, given in Section
III, we first assess the validity of the multi-tone model. We
then illustrate the superiority of the new estimators, compared
to single-tone estimation and previously reported estimators.
We conclude that the new estimator is indeed preferred at
moderate and high SNR values.

B. Related Work
We first briefly describe closely related work.
1) General Single and Multi Tone Estimation Problems:

The problem of single-tone and multi-tone estimation was
first discussed in [11] and [12]. Therein, the expressions for
the Fisher information were given, and the resulting Cramer-
Rao bounds and maximum likelihood estimators were derived.
For multiple tones, an approximate ML estimation was also
discussed. Moreover, the threshold behaviour the estimator in
[11] observes was further studied in [13]. [14] considered the
same estimation problem, but under Laplace noise.

In [15], Hwang and Chen suggested an iterative, notch
filtering based scheme for the estimation of multiple harmonics
in a noisy environment. However, the procedure therein does
not take into account the relation between the harmonics.
In [16], Macleod suggested a single-tone approach. First, a
single frequency is estimated using a near-ML estimator which
uses the peak sample in the discrete Fourier spectrum of the
data and its two or four neighbors. Then, the frequency is
subtracted from the data, to enable the estimation of addi-
tional frequencies. The process is then repeated iteratively.
Enhancements to the single frequency approach, improving
the error and bias of the three-points estimator were given in
[17]. Again, the main drawback in this approach in the context
of electric network frequency estimation is in disregarding the
dependencies between the frequencies - a dependence that can
improve the estimation performance significantly. Estimation
of frequencies with a dependence structure was studies in
[18], where bifrequencies of the form (ω1, ω2, 2π − ω1 − ω2)
were sought. Note that in the ENF problem, all harmonics are
integer multiplications of the same base frequency.

In [19], Tabrikian et al. considered the problem of pitch
tracking using a multiple harmonic model. Therein, an em-
phasis was given to the problem of estimating the parameters
of the harmonics while taking into account their smooth
behaviour over time in real speech signals. The CRB and
MLE used therein will be at the heart of this work. In [20],
a generalized likelihood ratio test was used for the detection
problem of voiced versus unvoiced segments. For the voiced
model, a similar “harmonic plus noise” model was assumed.

Considering computational aspects, a low complexity esti-
mator based on zero-crossings was suggested in [21]. In [22],
Quinn et al. considered the practical optimization issues in
maximizing the periodogram, and showed that when applying
an appropriate monotone function, the Newton method can be
used successfully. In this paper, when considering an asymp-
totic expression for the ML estimation problem, a related
periodogram maximization problem arises.

2) Electric Network Frequency Estimation in Particular:
Recent studies have used some of the general methods dis-
cussed above in order to estimate the frequency of the electric
network signal embedded in audio and video recordings. An
excellent introduction to the subject, including recording ex-
amples, recent methods and test cases was given in [4]. In par-
ticular, [4] includes real data that validates the applicability of
ENF-based analysis to real world applications, including intra
network stability, case studies, and more. In [23], the frequency
characteristics of four major north American interconnections
were measured. The results reported show strikingly high
correlation between ENF measurements at different locations
on the same grid. A very high correlation to reference data was
found as well, strengthening the applicability of the method
in north America. Building an efficient and accurate ENF
database was discussed in [24].

In [5], Cooper used short time Fourier transform (STFT),
quadratic interpolation, and a mean square error matching
criterion for the ENF estimation problem. [25], on the other
hand, uses the same STFT and interpolation, yet suggest
matching according to a correlation coefficient, as opposed
to squared error. In a different application, [8] considered the
problem of estimating the phase of the electric network signal,
as a mean of detecting edits to an audio file, e.g., insertions
or deletions.

II. MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION OF AN
HARMONIC SIGNAL AND ITS PERFORMANCE

In this section, we describe the signal model we use
throughout the paper, derive the Cramer-Rao lower bound on
its parameters estimation performance and discuss important
asymptotic results. The estimators derived herein are then used
for the ENF estimation. We first describe the signal model.

A. Harmonic Signal Model

In this work, the recorded audio signal is assumed to have
piecewise-constant ENF value of f0 (measured in Hz). Let y
be a finite frame with L samples at times tl, l=1,. . . ,L. The
harmonic model of the ENF signal can then be formulated as

y (tl)=bc0+

M∑
m=1

bcm cos(ω0mtl)+

M∑
m=1

bsm sin(ω0mtl)+n(tl),

where the coefficients {bcm}Mm=0 and {bsm}Mm=1 carry the
information on the intensity and phase of the M harmonics
of the ENF, ω0 = 2πf0 is the angular ENF, and n is the
audio signal itself which, in this work, is treated as noise. In
matrix notation, the L samples of the harmonic signal can be
presented as

y = A (ω0)b + n, (1)

where A (ω0) is an L× (2M + 1) matrix whose l-th row is[
1, cos (ω0tl) , . . . , cos (ω0Mtl) , sin (ω0tl) , . . . , sin (ω0Mtl)

]
and b = [bc0, bc1, . . . , bcM , bs1, . . . , bsM ]T . The noise vector
n is assumed to be zero-mean, Gaussian, with unknown
covariance matrix Rn. Throughout this work, however, we
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will further assume that the noise is white as well, that is,
Rn = σ2

nI , where I is an L× L identity matrix.

B. Maximum-Likelihood Estimation

The MLE of ω0 results from the maximization of the log-
likelihood function of the measurements vector y with respect
to ω0. This problem was considered in [26] and later in [19],
in the context of speech processing. As the noise is assumed
Gaussian, the maximization results in

ω̂ML
0 = argmax

ω0

‖PA (ω0)y‖2 (2)

where

PA (ω0) = A (ω0)
[
AT (ω0)A (ω0)

]−1
AT (ω0) (3)

is the projection matrix into the subspace spanned by the
columns of A (ω0). This estimator is a minimum variance un-
biased estimator (MVUE), i.e., it achieves the lowest possible
mean-square error among all unbiased estimators. It is also
asymptotically efficient, namely, it achieves the CRB at limit
of L→∞ [19], [26].

Notice that PA = PT
A and that PT

APA = PA, hence the ML
estimator of ω0 can also be represented as

ω̂ML
0 = argmax

ω0

yTPA (ω0)y.

Furthermore, noticing that PA(ω0) includes two sub-matrices
with orthogonal columns (one including the cosine factors
while the other includes the sine factors), hence the expression
can be simplified slightly further (see [26, eq. 9.3.10]).

C. Noise and SNR

Since we do not assume the noise variance is known in
advance, this parameter should be estimated as well. With
derivations similar to those used for the ML estimator of ω0

[19], the estimator of the noise variance is given by

σ̂2
n =

∥∥P⊥A (ω̂0)y
∥∥2 (4)

where
P⊥A (ω0) = I − PA (ω0) (5)

is the orthogonal complimentary of the projection matrix.
Again, since PA = PT

A and PT
APA = PA, the total energy

of the signal can be represented as the sum of the desired
harmonic signal energy and the corresponding noise energy,
namely,

‖y‖2 =
∥∥P⊥A (ω̂0)y

∥∥2 + ‖PA (ω̂0)y‖2 . (6)

The SNR value is the ratio between the energy of the har-
monic part of the signal matching ω̂0 and the energy of the
complement signal, and hence can be estimated as

ˆSNR =
‖PA (ω̂0)y‖2∥∥P⊥A (ω̂0)y

∥∥2 . (7)

To asses the performance of the above estimators, we first
give the CRB on the squared estimation error.

D. The Cramer-Rao Bound

The Cramer-Rao bound provides a lower bound on the
mean-square error of parameter estimation. As mentioned, a
major benefit of the approach in this paper is our ability to give
analytical expressions for the optimal estimation performance,
and compare our estimators mean square error to them. Indeed,
for sufficiently large number of samples L of a deterministic
single-tone signal corrupted by additive while Gaussian noise
of variance σ2

n, taken at times −(L− 1)/2 ≤ t ≤ (L− 1)/2,
the Cramer-Rao lower bound is given by

Var
{
f̂0

}
≥ 6

π2L3

σ2
n

b2t
, (8)

where bt is the amplitude of the tone signal [26]. The expres-
sion of the CRB for the harmonic, multi-tone signal, is given
by

Var
{
f̂0

}
≥ 6

π2L3

σ2
n∑M

m=1m
2 (b2cm + b2sm)

, (9)

where bcm and bsm are as defined above [19]. For frequency
estimation of sampled single-tone signal (at arbitrary sampling
rate), the CRB is given by

Var
{
f̂0

}
≥ 3f2s
π2L2 (L− 1)

σ2
n

b2t
, (10)

where fs is the sampling frequency [11]. The expression for
digitized (sampled) harmonic signal is thus given by

Var
{
f̂0

}
≥ 3f2s
π2L2 (L− 1)

σ2
n∑M

m=1m
2 (b2cm + b2sm)

. (11)

The comparison between the single-tone bound (10) (or,
alternatively, (8)) and the multi-tone bound (11) (alternatively,
(9)) is at the heart of this work. For multi-tone signals, the
estimation error decreases cubically with respect to the number
of harmonics. That is, for M harmonics, the estimation error
has the potential of decreasing O

(
M3
)

faster than the single-
tone case, having the potential to improve the estimation
accuracy significantly. Of course, as is clear from (11), if
the amplitudes of the additional harmonics are very low, the
improvement in performance will be smaller. This is indeed
seen in practice as we discuss later in Section III. Yet, even
on real data, the improvement is significant.

E. Practical Implementation of the ML Estimator Via the
Periodogram

Given a noisy, sampled sequence of a single-tone signal,
a very intuitive estimator of the underlying frequency is a
one which seeks the maximum of the discrete time Fourier
Transform of the data. Indeed, many FFT-based estimators
were suggested in the literature, including ones which take
into account possible fractional values of the frequencies
represented by the FFT indices, e.g., [16], [17]. In fact, this
approach has a theoretical basis besides the intuition, as for
a large number of measurements, the ML estimation problem
sums up to maximizing the periodogram of the data [26].

Specifically, the periodogram of the measure-
ments yt, 0 6 t 6 N − 1, is defined as I (ω) =
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1
N

∣∣∣∑N−1
t=0 yte

−jωt
∣∣∣2. For a single-tone signal and large

N , one should solve ω̂ML
0
∼= argmaxω I (ω). For a multi-tone

signal, the problem is the following multi-dimensional
optimization [26]:

(
ω̂ML
1 , . . . , ω̂ML

M

) ∼= argmax
ω1,...,ωM

M∑
m=1

I (ωm) ,

which is prohibitively complex in general. However, in the
case of an ENF signal, as mentioned, all angular frequencies
ωm, m = 1, . . . ,M are multiples of a single base frequency
ω0, hence the maximization of the log-likelihood function
given in (2) can be replaced by the one-dimensional maxi-
mization

ω̂ML
0
∼= argmax

ω
C(ω) = argmax

ω

M∑
m=1

I (ωm) (12)

and I(ωm) is the periodogram of the measurements at the
frequency ωm. That is, for our multi-tone signals, frequency
estimation does not coincide with a simple maximization in
the frequency domain (e.g., of the periodogram), nor is it a
multi-dimensional problem, but rather a new one-dimensional
problem, taking into account all multiplications of the fre-
quency. The maximization is thus performed on a sum of
scaled periodograms. One should not search for the maximum,
say ω̂ around ω0 alone, but rather take into account the
values at the multiples of the considered ω̂. Clearly, strong
peaks at the additional frequencies (the multiples of ω0) can
influence the estimation process, and disregarding them is
strictly sub-optimal. This is a key difference from previous
ENF estimators, and what gives the suggested estimator the
edge, especially at high SNR.

Indeed, from the results on real data we will discuss in
the next section, it is clear that the maximizing point (for the
same data) is different in the two models, that the maximizing
frequency given by the multi-tone model is more accurate,
and that furthermore, the function to be maximized is sharper
around the maximum point.

III. RESULTS

In this section, we include both numerical results for the
bounds given in the previous section, to better asses the
theoretical gain in using muti-tone estimation compared to
single-tone algorithms, and give results on real data. New
recorded data as well as a data-base referenced in the current
literature were used throughout the experiments. The results on
real data also assess the model we use. We first give numerical
results for the two Cramer-Rao bounds (single-tone and multi-
tone) and a few basic results on artificial data.

A. Cramer-Rao Bounds

As mentioned throughout, at the heart of this work stands
the ability of multi-tone estimation to achieve significantly
better estimation accuracy. To see this, we first compare the
Cramer-Rao bound for the estimation of a single-tone signal
(10) to that of the multi-tone case (11). The results are given in
Figure 1. Note that the CRB for multi-tone signals requires the
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Fig. 1. The Cramer-Rao bounds for single-tone signals and harmonic (multi-
tone) signals, given for different SNR values.

coefficients (magnitudes) of the harmonics. In the figure, we
used the magnitudes estimated from true data, e.g., according
to the values given in Figure 5. The benefit of multi-tone
estimation is clearly seen in the graph, where the CRB for
the multi-tone case can be 3-4 times smaller compared to the
single-tone case.

1) CRB vs. Estimation error - Single-Tone: To test the
accuracy of the bounds (as the versions given herein are
asymptotic), first, simulations were carried based on arti-
ficially created data. That is, a constant-frequency single-
tone computer-generated ENF signal was contaminated with
different levels of additive Gaussian noise. In this simulation,
we repeatedly computed 100 estimates of single frame signals,
with frame lengths of 1, 2, 4 and 6 seconds each. The
simulation was carried out with a 44.1 kHz sampling rate.
Other simulation parameters were defined as described above.
In this simulation, we compared the values of the CRB to
the empirically evaluated standard deviation of both MLE (2)
and periodogram-based estimator (12), which is an asymptotic
estimator valid only in the regime of large enough data sets.
Note that in the case of an unbiased estimator θ̂ of a parameter
θ, we have E(θ − θ̂)2 = Var(θ̂) and hence, the variance of
the estimator can be used to asses its estimation accuracy.
The results are presented in Table I. It is very clear that the
empirical values in the table are indeed very close to the
CRB. Note that in some cases the empirical standard deviation
seen in the simulation is smaller than the corresponding CRB
values. This is due to the small non-zero empirical bias. The
estimation accuracy is, of course, higher for longer sequences
or better SNR values. The last three rows in the table include
the results for the SNR estimation. In all cases the estimated
SNR is close to its true value. Note, however, that the empirical
SNR at shorter sequences or at higher noise levels is slightly
underestimated, since bigger portions of the noise are treated
as a signal as the estimation error grows.

Finally, the log-likelihood functions (2) values for different
noise levels are presented in Figure 2(a). The higher noise
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TABLE I
SINGLE-TONE MODEL: CRB VALUES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF

ENF ESTIMATION. THE THEORETICAL CRB VALUES AND THE EMPIRICAL
ESTIMATES IN PRESENCE OF ADDITIVE GAUSSIAN NOISE ARE PRESENTED.

“–” INDICATES THAT THE VALUE IN THE ENTRY IS BELOW 0.1 µHZ.

Method SNR Frame Length

1 2 4 6

CRB [µHz]
-10 8.3 2.94 1.04 0.56
-20 26.25 9.28 3.28 1.79
-30 83.02 29.35 10.38 5.65

S.D. of the
empirical MLE
[µHz]

-10 7.36 2.75 1.09 0.57
-20 23.3 8.73 3.45 1.81
-30 77.1 28.6 11.1 5.86

S.D. of the
Periodogram
estimator [µHz]

-10 7.35 2.74 1.09 0.57
-20 23.3 8.73 3.45 1.81
-30 76.9 28.6 11.1 5.86

Bias of the
empirical MLE
[µHz]

-10 -0.446 – – –
-20 -1.37 0.178 -0.254 0.147
-30 -4.05 0.238 -0.748 0.538

Bias of the
Periodogram
estimator [µHz]

-10 2.61 0.824 0.109 0.129
-20 1.7 0.933 -0.0636 0.231
-30 -1.15 0.947 -0.561 0.623

Empirical SNR
Estimation [dB]

-10 -10.01 -9.998 -9.996 -10
-20 -19.9 -19.92 -19.95 -19.98
-30 -28.78 -29.17 -29.55 -29.69

level, the flatter the log-likelihood function, and therefore the
harder the search for its maximum value. The periodogram,
given in Figure 2(b) has a very similar form.

We now turn to the main setting tested experimentally.

B. Experimental Setup

Digital audio recording was carried out using an ordinary
desktop computer with OEM cable connected microphone.
The signal was recorded with the Audacity program [27], at
44.1 kHz sample rate, 16-bit pulse-code modulation (PCM),
and saved as a Waveform Audio File Format (.wav) file. The
estimation of the ENF was done using the silent parts of the
data. However, note that the “silent” audio environment did
include “normal” level of office room ambient noise, such as a
noise of an air-conditioner and desktop computers ventilation.

In the results shown, the MLE algorithm was tuned to search
for the value of f0 that maximizes the log-likelihood function
(2). The algorithm parameters were based on reported ENF
values standard deviation of about σf = 60µHz [5]. Therefore,
the target maximization interval for the base frequency was
set between -49.7 Hz to 50.3 Hz (±5σf ), with minimization
tolerance of about 25×10−6 Hz. For the results included in this
paper, the optimization was carried out using Matlab. Clearly,
in a practical application, numerous numerical optimization
programs and algorithms can be used to search for the maximal
values of the target functions.
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(a) The log-likelihood function for different levels of noise. The log-likelihood
function has continuous concave form that eases the maximum search.
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(b) The periodogram of a single-tone signal for different levels of noise.

Fig. 2. Log-likelihood and Periodogram for the single-tone model.

C. Experimental Results with Multiple Harmonics

First, a “silent” exemplification recording of about 60 sec-
ond was prepared. The average estimated SNR of the recording
was about -7.3 dB. The spectrogram with 2 second frames,
FFT length of 221 and frame overlap of 1 second is presented
in Figure 3(a). The log-likelihood function (2) with the same
frame parameters and with usage of M=25 harmonics is shown
in Figure 3(b). The difference between spectrogram and the
log-likelihood function is visually distinguishable.

1) Model Assessment: To asses the actual existence of the
harmonics at the integer multiplications of the base frequency,
Figure 4(a) give the periodogram I(f) with SNR∼= -6.5 dB.
The existence of peaks at harmonic multiplies of 50Hz is
clearly seen. Moreover, it is clear that maximizing I(f) is
not easy, especially when one wishes to include the informa-
tion that maximum points should be observed at the integer
multiplies as well. In 4(b), we plot the cost function C(f)
according to (12). This is the sum of the original periodogram
and all its “scaled” versions. It is clear that the maximum
of C(f) is sharper and stronger, and takes into account the
integer multiplies of the base frequency automatically.

Moreover, the distribution of different harmonic coefficients
inside this recording was evaluated. The harmonics estimation
was evaluated with 2 seconds frames and frame overlap of 1
second. The coefficients distributions are presented in Figure 5.
The x-axis corresponds to the values of harmonic coefficients,
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Fig. 3. A visual difference. The spectrogram of the signal (a), compared to
the log-likelihood function (b).
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Fig. 4. (a) The periodogram I(f). Besides the peak at 50 Hz, lower peaks
at the integer multiplies can be seen (circled). (b) The cost function C(f).
It is easy to see that the maximum of C(f) is stronger and sharper. It takes
into account the scaled periodograms, e.g., I(2f) and I(3f) as well.

and the y-axis is the histogram count for each value. It is
clearly seen that the magnitude of the base frequency is at least
10 times higher compared to that of its integer multiplications.
It is also clear that the results are concurrent with IEEE
standard [10] requirement that even harmonic are limited to
25% of the odd harmonics magnitude. The exception is a
relatively high 2nd harmonic.

2) Main Results: As mentioned, the usage of additional har-
monics in the estimation process has an O

(
M3
)

multiplicative
factor in the denominator of the CRB which significantly
reduces the best possible estimation variance. This is the
key benefit in multi-tone estimation for this application. The
comparison between the estimation with single tone and 25
harmonics is presented in Table II. The resulting standard
deviation is indeed smaller compared to single-tone estimation.
The same is true for the CRB. Note that there is a difference
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Fig. 5. Histograms of the ENF harmonic coefficients of exemplification
recording. A histogram is plotted for each in the integer multiplications -
from the base frequency to 600Hz. The magnitude of the base frequency
coefficient is about 10 times higher than the second (100Hz) harmonic. The
results are also concurrent with IEEE standard [10].

TABLE II
COMPARISON BETWEEN STATISTICAL PARAMETERS OF SINGLE TONE AND

MULTIPLE HARMONICS ESTIMATION FOR SIGNAL AT FIG. 3.

Single Tone M=25 Difference

Mean 49.9656 Hz 49.9688 Hz 3.2 µHz
Standard Devia-
tion 31.2 µHz 17.6 µHz

Average SNR -7.3 dB -6.9 dB 0.4 dB
Average CRB 2.16 µHz 0.51 µHz

between SNR values, but it is very small compared to esti-
mation variance improvement. Note also that we assumed that
during the recording the frequency changes were much smaller
compared to the estimation variance of MLE.

In Subsection III-A, we gave the numerical results for
the Cramer-Rao bound for harmonic signals and compared
it to single-tone signals. Clearly, it is most interesting to
check the actual performance of the multi-tone estimation.
Thus, values of harmonic signal CRB were compared to
empirically evaluated standard deviation of both MLE (2) and
the periodogram-based (12) frequency estimation. See Table
III. For a fair comparison, one should compare it to Table I.

Finally, both the log-likelihood function and the peri-
odogram of single tone signal and harmonic signal for different
noise levels were evaluated. In this case, the aim was to test
which results in a more efficient and accurate maximization
problem. The results are in Figures 6(a) and 6(b). The right
figures depict the log-likelihood functions. It is clear that
the harmonic model results in a sharper maximum. The left
figures depict the periodogram-based function according to
(12). Results are similar to the log-likelihood case. This is
consistent with [26], since as the number of measurements
grow, they give two equivalent optimization problems.

Nevertheless, the multi-tone approach has a disadvantage
at very low SNR levels. In such a case, very low SNR in
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TABLE III
STANDARD DEVIATION OF ENF ESTIMATION FOR HARMONIC SIGNAL.

Method SNR Frame Length

1 2 4 6

CRB [µHz]
-10 2.08 0.737 0.26 0.142
-20 6.59 2.33 0.824 0.448
-30 20.8 7.37 2.6 1.42

S.D. of
Empirical
MLE [µHz]

-10 2.4 0.923 0.284 0.17
-20 36.8 3.59 1.08 0.616
-30 112 63.2 18.4 10.1

S.D. of
Periodogram
[µHz]

-10 2.4 0.929 0.283 0.169
-20 38.2 3.62 1.08 0.616
-30 114 62.8 18.7 10.1

Bias of
Empirical
MLE [µHz]

-10 0.267 – – –
-20 1.72 -0.165 0.111 –
-30 -10.1 2.28 0.982 1.39

Bias of
Periodogram
[µHz]

-10 1.67 0.396 0.131 –
-20 7.93 0.18 0.196 –
-30 -4.43 3.2 0.982 1.32

the estimation of the harmonic coefficients results in a very
inaccurate model, which, in return, results in multiple local
maximum points and poor estimation. The result is presented
in Figure 7. Similar results for the periodogram-based estima-
tion are in Figure 8. This is also clearly seen in Table III for
-30 dB SNR values and for 1 second frame with -20 dB SNR.
Note that this indeed means extremely low SNR (about -50 dB
or even worse) for each of the harmonic components. For this
reason, it is important to estimate the Harmonic Threshold,
and use it to assess the estimation accuracy of the harmonic
model. This is the subject of the next test.

3) The Harmonic Threshold and SNR Variation: Herein,
we devise an SNR threshold value, below which the harmonic
model is not practical. Define

THD =

∑M
m=2(b

2
cm + b2sm)

b2c1 + b2s1
. (13)

In practice, THD is unknown, and should be estimated. The
value of THD, along with its estimate, are given in Figure
9(b). For comparison, the upper figure, 9(a), includes the
Cramer-Rao bounds and the variances of the actual estimates
for both the single- and multi-tone models. It is very clear
that below a certain SNR level, the error in estimating the
coefficients is large, resulting in a large estimation error of
THD. This is also the point where the estimation error of
the harmonic model diverges from the corresponding CRB,
making the single-tone model favorable. We propose to use
the estimated THD value (THD > 20%) as a measure of the
reliability of the harmonic estimation result.

Finally, to actually test the SNR variations in practice, three
signals of 20 second length each were recorded by the setup
above but with different locations of the microphone and the
microphone cord. The signals were analyzed with frame size
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Fig. 6. The log-likelihood and the periodogram of single-tone estimation vs.
harmonic estimation. In both cases, it is easy to see that the functions based
on the harmonic, multi-tone model, experience a sharper maximum point. The
difference in the actual peak location can also be seen.

of T=6 seconds and an overlap of 1 second. The average
estimated SNR of the ENF signal changed between -5.97 dB
(Figure 10(a)) when close to the power network cords, to
-13.1 dB at length of about 10 cm from it (Figure 10(b)).
It dropped below -30 dB at some frames (Figure 10(c)) when
at the middle of the lab table.

D. Colored Noise

Throughout this paper, white Gaussian noise was assumed.
This assumption is mild if the audio or video file includes
enough “silent” portions. In other cases, the noise has a Gaus-
sian distributed part (electrical, quantization, etc.), together
with an acoustic part, that includes the ambient acoustic noise
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Fig. 7. A comparison of the log-likelihood functions of single-tone model to
multiple harmonics model for different levels of noise.
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Fig. 10. Estimated SNR of the ENF signal for different microphone locations.

and a recorded speech signal. The practical acoustic signal
is typically time-correlated and its energy is harmonically
distributed at certain (pitch) frequency values. In these cases,
both colored noise models and source separation algorithms
can improve the estimation accuracy.

Still, to verify the performance of the estimator suggested
herein for recordings which include speech as well (i.e.,
colored noise), we prepared two simultaneous recordings. The
first recording had a relatively high SNR of about -6.5 dB (and
was also used for reference), while the other included dense
(non-stop) speech recording with very low estimated SNR, that
is, about -53 dB.

At high SNR the multiple-harmonics estimator suggested
performs very well with colored noise as well (in terms of
very low standard deviation). However, at low SNR, the search
for a maximal point in the multiple-harmonic model does
not converge frequently, hence both the Blackman and the
Hamming windows were used in attempt to reduce the noise
influence. That, is, as its model is not tailored for that noise
structure, the performance deteriorates, yet remains reasonably
with windowing. It is important to note that its bias compared
to the reference ENF value is smaller when fewer harmonics
are used, encouraging the previously discussed conclusion that
at very low SNR values and mismatch in the model fewer or
even single harmonic estimation is advisable. The summary of
the comparison between the ENF extracted from the reference
recording and noisy recording (with colored noise) is presented
in Table IV.

E. A Comparison with Previously Published Data Sets [6]

In a recent study, Ojowu et al. [6] compared various adaptive
methods for ENF estimation. Herein, we use the data sets of
ENF recordings used in [6] (which are publicly available) to
compare the Maximum Likelihood estimation derived herein
to the various methods published in [6]. The data includes two
simultaneously recorded data sets, one, denoted “Data1”, with
high SNR recording on ENF, and the second, “Data2”, is an
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TABLE IV
COLORED NOISE PERFORMANCE COMPARED TO REFERENCE RECORDING.

Number of
harmonics

Window-type Bias [µHz] Std [µHz]

1 Rectangular 10.4 42.7
1 Hamming -6.7 36.1
1 Blackman 11.6 42.8
2 Hamming 20.2 65.6
2 Blackman 14.6 65.1
3 Hamming 32.4 29.6
3 Blackman 33 26.8
7 Hamming 45.4 6.9
7 Blackman 45.4 14.8
25 Hamming 31.1 36.4
25 Blackman 39.9 40

TABLE V
A COMPARISON WITH ADAPTIVE TRACKING ALGORITHMS FROM [6]. †-
FOR THIS SET, ONLY MODERATE AND HIGHT SNR FRAMES WERE USED.

Best Tracking Non-Tracking MLE

“Data1”
STFT (Tracking) STFT

0.76 µHz
1.851 µHz 1.9 µHz

“Data2”
TRIAA (Tracking) TRIAA

3.8 µHz†
2.914 µHz 7.225 µHz

audio signal from a microphone recording. In [6], the ENF
estimation results were compared to real data (up to a given
accuracy), acquired from a Frequency Disturbance Recorder
(FDR) device. The reported FDR accuracy is about ±0.5µHz.

We evaluated the MLE suggested herein using both “Data1”
and “Data2” recordings. The standard deviation with respect
to the FDR measurements were calculated and compared to
performance reported in [6, Table V, Table VII]. The error
using “Data1” in the frequency estimation is about 0.76 µHz
for frame length of T =3 seconds, and is similar to the FDR
accuracy. The average (and typical value) of estimated SNR
is about 33 dB. The usage of additional harmonics (M = 2,
3), though, does not reveal a significant change in estimation
results. For “Data2”, the estimated SNR varied between -55.3
to -21 dB for frame size of T=33 seconds. Therefore, due
to the low-SNR limitation of the multi-tone model discussed
in the previous section, we limited the frequency estimation
only to frames with SNR>-29 dB. This obtained an estimation
accuracy of 3.8 µHz (though the comparison is not equal
basis). The results are given in Table V. Note that the results
of the MLE are better then any other algorithm for high SNR
recording. At low SNR, the results of the MLE are better then
non-tracking algorithms (given the restriction above) and are
close to the performance of tracking algorithms (which require
significantly more computations due to the tracking algorithm
involved in the estimation process). To conclude, we believe it
is beneficial to use the suggested scheme at moderate to high
SNR, yet at low SNR the methods in [6] are superior.

IV. DISCUSSION

Before we conclude, a few important remarks are in order.
1) LCMV: The ML estimation procedure above eventually

applies a linear constraint minimum variance (LCMV) filter.
The LCMV filter desirable properties include preservation
of the signal and minimization of the interfering signals
contributions [28]. More importantly, The MLE is applied on
the original signal, without sample frequency change and pre-
filtering. This is a conceptual difference compared to other
previously published works [1], [4]–[6], [8] that use some kind
of frequency-based filtering and down-sampling that affects the
frequency estimation process.

2) Windowing: Analysing the data frame by frame results
in side-lobe errors that influence the estimation results. These
errors can be reduced by a windowing procedure. However,
this procedure widens the main-lobe. For example, compared
to rectangular window, the increase in the estimation variance
(decrease in the estimation accuracy) is by scale factor of 1.64
for a Hamming window and 2.33 for a Hann window [19].

3) A Priori Probabilities and Tracking: ENF statistics is
reasonably described by a Gaussian distribution with an expec-
tation of 50 Hz (or 60, depending on the county) and variance
of about 0.062Hz2 [5]. Hence, a maximum a posteriori (MAP)
estimate can be used to improve the estimation. Moreover,
ENF statistics can be used for the evaluation of a priori
frequency transition probabilities, which can be incorporated
in a multi-frame frequency-tracking algorithm.

4) Detection: In some applications, e.g., in cases where the
device used for the recording is in question, the actual ENF
presence is in doubt. In such cases, ENF signal presence may
be formulated as a decision problem with the two hypotheses:

H1 : y = A (ω̂0)b + n
H0 : y = n (14)

where H1 corresponds to the presence of ENF signal, and H0

corresponds to its absence. A generalized Likelihood ratio test
(GLRT) to decide between the two hypotheses is given by

‖PA (ω̂0) y‖2∥∥P⊥A (ω̂0) y
∥∥2

H1

>
<
H0

η (15)

where η is a threshold value [20]. That is, the presence of the
ENF signal is decided by comparing the estimated SNR value
to some predefined threshold. Moreover, the probabilities of
false alarm and detection error given the decision threshold
can be analyzed [29].

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we considered the problem of accurate fre-
quency estimation of ENF signal from digital audio recordings.
Such an estimation process is required in several forensic
applications, e.g., authenticating the recording date or trying
to identify insertions or deletions in the audio file.

Previous methods suggested in the current literature focus
on the estimation of the base frequency of the ENF signal,
typically 50 or 60 Hz. Herein, based on the knowledge that
the ENF signal is, in fact, present as a multi-tone signal,
with both the base frequency and its integer multiplications
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noticeable, we offered a multi-tone model for the ENF signal,
gave the maximum likelihood estimate for the ENF base
frequency the ultimate estimation performance to expect, given
by the Cramer-Rao bound. We also derived an efficient, one-
dimensional version of the MLE.

Experimental results both validated the model and showed
that the multi-tone ML estimate, and its asymptotic peri-
odogram expression, outperform previously reported tech-
niques. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first formal
evaluation of the estimation accuracy for both single-tone and
multi-tone MLE of the ENF. We assume that a reasonable
accuracy for forensic ENF identification is about 10-15 µHz
(at least σf/5). The typical experimentally evaluated SNR
value in our experiments was between -10dB to -30dB. For
these noise levels, ENF estimation requires short continuous
“silent” parts of the recording for high accuracy estimation.
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